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Ambient interfaces

SLIDESHARE AVAILABLE AT: http://www.slideshare.net/zumio/ambient-interfaces-influencing-energy-behaviours-in-urban-environments
I would like to acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of the land on which we meet today, the Gadigal people of the Eora nation, and pay my respects
to their Elders past and present
And to acknowledge that Australia’s First Peoples are innovative peoples
Living sustainably in one of the most challenging environments in the world for over 40,000 years
I personally take inspiration from the example they have set as we address the challenges of western ways of thinking and tackling the problems that
has created
By taking a diﬀerent perspective, one that is cognisant of what has been termed “the long now”
Thinking in multiple generations, thousands of years—something that our Indigenous brothers and sisters just do
I believe there is a lot to learn through dialogue that respects and values Aboriginal science
As you are probably aware, Indigenous peoples’ connection to country is very strong…
But thinking about my experience living here in Sydney, for many of us this connection has been broken
Which has resulted in significant ecological impacts, such as climate change
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United Nations
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And I think this disconnect becomes particularly critical as a majority of the world’s people are now living in urban environments
Especially large cities like Sydney
Where the City of Sydney council estimates…

Source: http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/news/population/world-urbanization-prospects-2014.html
•
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Today, 54% of the world’s population
lives in urban areas, a proportion that is
expected to increase to 66% by 2050.
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By 2030, 80% of City of Sydney residents will live
in apartments and 90% of all new homes
built will be in high rise apartment buildings.

…that “By 2030, 80% of City of Sydney residents will live in apartments and 90% of all new homes built will be in high rise apartment
buildings.” (Source: http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/live/residents/sustainable-city-living/sustainable-apartments)
And this presents a particular challenge: this new building stock is not very sustainable—for various reasons developers are not as incentivised as, say,
developers commercial properties (oﬃce buildings) to embed sustainability principles, especially related to longer-term eﬃciency, into the buildings
currently being developed
If we assume that much the building that is happening over the next 15 years has a life expectancy of 50–100 years
Research shows that carbon emissions from residential apartments are up to 86% higher than equivalent standalone dwellings (Source: http://
www.energysmartstrata.com.au/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/Energy-Smart-Strata-North-Sydney-Green-Apartment-PresentationLowRes.pdf)
That means we’re locking in a lot of ineﬃciency
While there is an opportunity to address this at the building level—e.g. common property, building managers etc.
That’s only part of the puzzle—what about residents?
It’s likely that we’ll need to rely on behaviour change “within the walls” of apartments to achieve the level of savings and eﬃciency needed to reduce our
emissions suﬃciently to address climate change

Image: https://www.flickr.com/photos/clintsharp/9630366621/

address the barriers to achieve
energy eﬃciency in high-density
residential environments?

•
•

This prompted a design question—represented here as a “how might we…” question
How might we… address the barriers to achieve energy eﬃciency in high-density residential environments?

Image: http://www.flickr.com/photos/carbonnyc/991004550/
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How might we…

The Problem

• So that’s the broad definition of the problem space… the problem that we’re seeking to address
• And the “launch point” for our inquiry that I’m presenting some of our findings on here tonight…
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Designing to Influence

One thing we learnt quite quickly was that there are some challenges specific to this context, that aren’t addressed by existing solutions in the
market.
For example…
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(For example…) many solutions:
Rely on access to the meter
Ask: how many people here tonight live in an apartment? Keep your hands up if you have access to your meter?
And keep your hands up if you think you’d have permission to attach a device to your meter?
That’s not all—many solutions also:
Rely on powering a device at the meter,
Internet-enabled solutions need to be within network range (e.g. cellular, wifi)
And/or rely on specific technology in the meter or a specific form factor
If all of the above is ok… need to have confidence in installing a device at that level and/or rely on a qualified technician (with the attendant cost and
inconvenience)
Smart meters oﬀer a potential solution, but they are still not widespread and they also present some other issues (e.g. related to time of use metering
and social considerations)

Image: https://www.flickr.com/photos/b-tal/117037837/

measure energy consumption
within apartments, without
relying on infrastructure and
external factors?
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How might we…

Thinking about barriers in context:
•
• How might we… measure energy consumption within apartments, without relying on infrastructure and external factors?
• …measure “within the walls”, so to speak?
Image: http://www.flickr.com/photos/carbonnyc/991004550/
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Personal/individual economic
benefit doesn’t stack up

• Current solutions also fall short because…
• Personal/individual economic benefit doesn’t stack up
• I mentioned earlier that the emissions of apartments are higher than that of stand-alone dwellings.
• ABS statistics tell us that the cost of energy in apartments is lower than that of stand-alone dwellings. This suggests that a lot of those emissions
•
•
•

emanate from common area. However, estimates are that over 30% come from “within the walls”. (See http://zum.io/2016/05/30/how-much-impactmight-savings-within-the-walls-have/ for further discussion + sources.)
Many energy eﬃciency initiatives highlight the cost savings that can be achieve by taking energy eﬃciency measures in the home
Especially as energy prices increase
A recent example in the Guardian…
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It shows the cost of various high-energy consuming appliances in a “typical” home
One of the points where the personal economic benefit is problematic is that the…
Cost of making changes in the home, compared to savings, is significant
That’s if you can change it at all…
For example: hot water—which isn’t even listed in this example—most apartment owners/dwellers wouldn’t be able to change this

Source: http://www.theguardian.com/powershop-smart-choices/ng-interactive/2016/apr/13/how-much-energy-is-your-household-using

• But looking at something like a fridge—another big energy consumer
• It costs hundreds of dollars to change your fridge—if you achieve a 10% energy saving, you’ll get a return of tens of dollars per year saving (if you’re
lucky)
So unless you need a diﬀerent fridge for other reasons, it’s not something you’re likely to be able to change
Another factor is the…

•
•
• Cost of devices to monitor electricity, to work out where savings or changes could be made
• These are also high compared to savings that might be achieved
• For example…

Source: http://www.theguardian.com/powershop-smart-choices/ng-interactive/2016/apr/13/how-much-energy-is-your-household-using

Nearly one year’s
electricity cost for
an oven…

• Here’s two products currently available: a Belkin WeMo, and the Efergy “Energy smart wifi socket”
• Given that your oven costs just a little bit more than that to run each year
• That’s a lot of standby power that you need to save for this to be a cost eﬀective option
• Those that are familiar with the concept of a “payback period”—such devices simply don’t stack up…

deliver a compelling value
proposition beyond a direct
“return on investment”?

• So, another question emerges:
• How might we… develop a value proposition that doesn’t rely on a direct “return on investment” framing?
• Lastly, Another challenge with existing devices on the market is they overwhelmingly…
Image: http://www.flickr.com/photos/carbonnyc/991004550/
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How might we…

• Look like this…
• Notice a trend?
• While representing energy usage data like this, as “bars and charts”,can be helpful—research I’ve seen indicates that savings of between 5–15% to my
•

memory—such solutions only “speak” to a small proportion of the population
Such representations reflect a very specific view of the problem/solution space that relies heavily on a concept that RMIT researcher Yolande Strengers
describes as…

• Look like this…
• Notice a trend?
• While representing energy usage data like this, as “bars and charts”,can be helpful—research I’ve seen indicates that savings of between 5–15% to my
•

memory—such solutions only “speak” to a small proportion of the population
Such representations reflect a very specific view of the problem/solution space that relies heavily on a concept that RMIT researcher Yolande Strengers
describes as…

Source: http://interactions.acm.org/archive/view/july-august-2014/smart-energy-in-everyday-life-are-you-designing-forresource-man

SMART ENERGY IN EVERYDAY LIFE
ARE YOU DESIGNING FOR RESOURCE MAN?

• “Resource Man”
• Yolande has done a lot of work observing home energy usage patterns and interactions with “smart home” devices such as In-Home Displays, applying
a social lense
She has written at some length about this framing
And presents an idea implicit in the vision of the “smart home” and “smart city”, which she summarises in the idea of “Resource Man”
To quote from an article Yolande wrote for Interactions magazine:

•
•
•
• “Resource Man embodies a unified vision for the smart energy consumer. He is an eﬃcient micro-resource manager—or a “Mini-Me” version of his
•
•
•

utility provider.”
“I refer to Resource Man as a male, not because he is always directly identified as one, but because he is cast in the image of the male-dominated
industries of engineering and economics that permeate energy management. Moreover, visions of him exclude much of the productive work of the
home, which is still carried out by women.”
There are other issues with the “Resource Man” framing, but I don’t have time to delve into them
So this sparked another question for us…

Source + Image: http://interactions.acm.org/archive/view/july-august-2014/smart-energy-in-everyday-life-are-you-designing-for-resource-man

engage people other than
“Resource Man” in ways that
positively inﬂuence their energy
consumption behaviours?
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How might we…

• How might we… engage people other than “Resource Man” in ways that positively influence their energy consumption behaviours?
• What alternative framings/approaches might resonate more with people other than “resource man”
• I say “energy consumption behaviours” because it’s more than just saving energy, it’s how and when too…
• (also known as load shifting—moving energy consumption to occur outside of peak load periods)
Image: http://www.flickr.com/photos/carbonnyc/991004550/

The Problem
Challenges
Inspiration
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So far I’ve outlined a number of “How might we…” statements—design statements—that have arisen for us in our consideration
So, what might we do about it?
My first stop is always to look around at how people are solving it for themselves…
And how others have tackled the problem to date…
Looking around, where might we derive inspiration?
What are the examples of “prior art” that we can learn from?
I felt it would be useful to highlight a few of the examples we’ve found…

Serenity by Artefact: https://www.artefactgroup.com/content/work/serenity-a-home-os-with-a-

• Like the “Serenity Home Operating System” concept by Artefact group
• Which eschews the typical “graphs and charts” for more artistic and engaging representations
• Ultimately, this is just a nicer, more elegant “In Home Display”
• but, as the name implies, part of an overall “smart home” concept, that includes…
Image + further information: https://www.artefactgroup.com/content/work/serenity-a-home-os-with-a-heart/

Serenity by Artefact: https://www.artefactgroup.com/content/work/serenity-a-home-os-with-a-heart/

•

…thermal comfort, air quality, home automation…

Image + further information: https://www.artefactgroup.com/content/work/serenity-a-home-os-with-a-heart/

Serenity by Artefact: https://www.artefactgroup.com/content/work/serenity-a-home-os-with-a-heart/

• …even music control
• Therefore the environmental benefit/aspect is just one, embedded amongst other factors
• Which addresses some of the “value proposition” question, as there is value other than just sustainability embedded in the system
Image + further information: https://www.artefactgroup.com/content/work/serenity-a-home-os-with-a-heart/

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qVvu0xhRSk0

• There are also other “devices”—rather than just a screen-based interface
• Like DIY Kyoto’s Wattson
• That extend the typical “in home display” of energy usage (facts and figures—depicted on the top of the device) with more ambient feedback using LED
lighting (visible here on the underside of the device)
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qVvu0xhRSk0

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Such a device could be controlled by gestures
Like the NinjaSphere, a successful Kickstarter project
Extensible home automation platform
Included “smart power points” that controlled devices and monitored electricity
Built on a basis of open source hardware—more on that in a moment…
So, we’re starting to expand on the idea of what the “interface” might look like, bringing them into the physical world…
What if we take that further…

More information: https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/ninja/ninja-sphere-next-generation-control-of-your-envir

Video: https://vimeo.com/17350218

• Social/communal examples such as the “Nuage vert” project in Ruoholahti (Roo-oh-hol-arty) district of Helsinki
• A “city-scale light installation”
• Laser projection on the steam cloud emanating from a power plant, visible from the nearby town
• Larger cloud = smaller footprint = less usage (somewhat counter intuitive)
More information: Beyond Eco-art: 21st Century Eco-visualisation http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-3-7091-0288-6_3
Source: https://vimeo.com/17350218

Image & info: http://flowingdata.com/2008/04/03/21-ecovisualizations-for-energy-consumption-awareness/
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Bringing it back into the home…
Another example from STATIC
Provides an example of less obvious “interfaces”
In this example, the cord glows brighter the more energy that’s used
Providing “ambient feedback” as energy is consumed
Making visible the invisible

Image & further info: http://flowingdata.com/2008/04/03/21-ecovisualizations-for-energy-consumption-awareness/

Image & info: http://ﬂowingdata.com/2008/04/03/21-ecovisualizations-for-energy-consumption-
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This is another example from STATIC
The Flower lamp, which “blooms” when not used much
And wilts when it’s used more, using shape-memory materials that respond to heat
A great example of biomimicry in the product form-factor
Emulating nature in how it provides feedback
An example of biomimicry in the form factor
But biomimicry can also be used to inspire systems-level approaches…

Image & further info: http://flowingdata.com/2008/04/03/21-ecovisualizations-for-energy-consumption-awareness/

http://www.fastcompany.com/1648801/biomimicry-challenge-smart-design-ecosystem-approach-to-water-conservation-for-ibm

• Outlined beautifully by this example from Smart Design, in response to the Biomimicry Challenge, set by FastCompany, IBM and the Biomimicry Guild
• Demonstrates the idea of “ambient feedback” in a variety of contexts—at the individual, communal, and societal
• Such feedback mechanisms in and of themselves are biomimetic
Source + further info: http://www.fastcompany.com/1648801/biomimicry-challenge-smart-design-ecosystem-approach-to-water-conservation-for-ibm
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Adapted from https://twitter.com/jopas/status/515301088660959233

• I think it’s worth pausing and noting…
• In each of these examples, one gets a sense that “delight” is a goal, and at play
• I believe this is a key goal of User Experience (UX)
• But also is finding traction in the idea of the “Minimum Delightful Product” (or “Minimum Lovable Product”)—going beyond the functional to something
•
•
•

that connects at a deeper level—emerging in the Lean Startup community
So, I’ve been thinking and talking to lots of people about how digital technology might respond to the design questions I outlined earlier
How digital technology might—ironically—create a better connection with nature…
…while engaging inhabitants in a more “delightful” manner

Image: https://twitter.com/jopas/status/515301088660959233

Image: https://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/i_csuhai/3880641605/
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One potential idea…
Riﬃng oﬀ the STATIC and Smart Design examples earlier…
A “digital plant”, where the leaves indicate the “health” of your house
Perhaps water and air quality, in addition to energy
Similarly to the Flower lamp, the leaves would wilt or drop when health was low (e.g. energy consumption is high) and vice-versa
And perhaps gestures, like that illustrated by the Ninja Sphere, could enable you to “dive into” more information
Or…

Image: http://motherboard.vice.com/read/online-dating-is-turning-us-all-into-
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What might a “Tamagotchi for your house” look like?
Who can remember these?
Not so much about the aesthetics
But instead thinking about the sorts of interactions these devices demanded
A digital avatar, but one that represents/is linked to the “health of house”
Requires action/game play to keep it healthy
Potential engagement of kids (and surreptitiously their parents—something supported by prior research I’ve undertaken)
Connected to social engagement—friends, your block, your neighbourhood

Image: http://motherboard.vice.com/read/online-dating-is-turning-us-all-into-tamagotchis

Clyde Kickstarter: https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/metamanda/clyde-an-expressive-lamp-for-creative-homes

•
•
•
•
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This concept also speaks to creating a sense of character in the device itself
For example—Clyde, an Arduino-controlled lamp
Creates a personal connection, as we like to anthropomorphise objects
How might we bring the inanimate to life?
Can we take principles from animation…

Video: https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/metamanda/clyde-an-expressive-lamp-for-creative-homes

Robots with soul
by Guy Hoﬀman

•

As highlighted by Guy Hoﬀman in his excellent TED talk “Robots with soul” and apply them here?

Source: http://www.ted.com/talks/guy_hoﬀman_robots_with_soul?language=en

ULO Kickstarter: https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/vivienmuller/ulo/description

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Illustrated nicely by the ULO home security device
It’s a video monitor and motion sensor
Repackaged in a characterful device
Compare to other products in the “home security” space…
…which I suggest also follow the “Resource Man” model
Our hypothesis is that an emotional connection to the device will be important to encourage/drive behavioural change
Building “character” into the device is a great potential way to achieve this

ULO: https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/vivienmuller/ulo/description

The Problem
Challenges
Inspiration
First Steps

• So, we’ve started to take some first steps to respond to all these inputs and questions…
• To work out how the conceptual “tamagotchi” might play out in practice

Image: https://www.pexels.com/photo/lights-bokeh-rope-light-window-41113/
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You are here…

Adapted from The Process of Design Squiggle, Damien Newman < http://cargocollective.com/central/The-Design-Squiggle>

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We’re at the very start of the design process
At the “fuzzy front end”—a lot of ambiguity, and unknowns
No “big reveals” of the awesome product that emerged at the end of the process (as we’re not there yet…)
I’ve outlined some of the background/situational awareness considerations
Just starting to do stakeholder engagement and gather data—both quantitative and qualitative
One aspect of this is understanding what household energy consumption looks like…
Not a lot of publicly accessible information available
Especially in relation to apartments

Source: The Process of Design Squiggle, Damien Newman http://cargocollective.com/central/The-Design-Squiggle
via http://www.joycehostyn.com/blog/2010/02/25/use-design-thinking-to-extract-the-threads-from-the-giant-hairball/

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key aim is understand what “meaningful” and “significant” change might look like in a small apartment
So we can design interactions that reflect this, and importantly, can encourage a change in behaviour
Some challenges using existing tools
Systems had proprietary data stores
Can get data out (CSV etc.)
No APIs to access “real time” data
Hard to “experiment”—even if we found good data through research, a key “hypothesis” is that real time interaction is a key element of the “solution” to
the challenge of behavioural change
Cost was a factor (though not the biggest)—wanting to get this into about 3 premises. Est. about 6 trackers = $1260
A big part: wanting to learn…
• What was it like to design for hardware?
•

•

Image: https://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/jason-samﬁeld/7906765044/

DESIGNING
WITH DATA

What are the challenges with developing for hardware?

• How far could we go with open source technology?
Not cost eﬀective if we include our time in the equation—but hopefully what is evident is that we had a wider set of objectives in mind…

• Built a rudimentary, internet of things device to track usage
• Like the WeMo, but open source
• Early prototypes, evolving over time…

•

…refining the components and circuit design to a smaller form factor…

• …to be suitable for deployment across a number of apartments
• Sending data to an open, internet-based data store initially

• First test installation (at home)
• Continuing to tweak and refine the units
• Already learning some things about the practicalities involved (e.g. always on vs. intermittent, location of power points and challenges with form factors
•

etc.)
And to answer the really important questions along the way…

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

…like just how much that coﬀee is costing us? ;)
Matched with qual research…
Such as in-context interviews
What are current practices/behaviours?
What are the barriers to change? What opportunities for change might exist?
What is the relationship to sustainability, and energy usage in particular?
What other devices and systems are they interacting with that are engaging, yet influencing behaviour (in positive or negative ways)
While initially we aren’t testing potential form factors of the end unit, these monitoring units will support that process when we begin
IT’S IMPORTANT TO NOTE: these devices are not the end goal
There are other solutions on—or emerging in—the market that are seeking to address this challenge
We have developed these as a means to an end, not the end themselves—to collect data to inform our forward process

The Problem
Challenges
Inspiration
First Steps
Early Learnings

• SOME LEARNINGS from this early work…
• Mostly around working with/designing for hardware
• Bear in mind my background is in software primarily (ex-developer, mainly a UX-er in recent years)
• Will shape what I’m about to share…

Image: https://www.pexels.com/photo/lights-bokeh-rope-light-window-41113/
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VISUALISING DATA (FROM DAY 1)
1440 entries in a day
Can’t just review in a spreadsheet or data table
Need some form of visualisation to make sense of the data
(Another potential way is to perform data analysis—but I’m no data scientist, so visualisation is the most accessible method at present)
Get a sense of the “pulse” of the house—I liken it to the house “breathing” when you see a chart like the above
Using open source charting libraries, connected to the API we can tweak this as needed to cut data diﬀerent ways
Or build new devices that respond to the data—work to date means it’s not diﬃcult, for example, to create something that reads data from the API and
displays something in-situ
Or modify the monitoring units to use the LED indicator in diﬀerent ways to originally envisaged

Image: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-source_hardware

•
•
•
•
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•
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WORKING WITH OPEN SOURCE HARDWARE
Amazing!
Very grateful to all the folks before me, sharing their knowledge generously
We intend to pay it forward by making our own design for the energy monitor component open source (and writing up an Instructable etc.)
Enabling a software person like me to create new hardware prototypes in the matter of a couple of weeks
Over the space of a few weeks’ going from “zero” to building a functioning device
It’s been a “crash course” in hardware design, of sorts
And while it’s still very early days, I’m starting to get the “hang” of it, having built the foundational knowledge essential to design + troubleshoot etc. in
this context

Image: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-source_hardware

Image: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-source_hardware
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On the flip side…
It’s been a challenge even for a person with technical experience like me to find the information you need/work things out
Documentation is not always that great
There have been some immensely frustrating “head against wall” moments
Pieces of information everywhere—lots of hunting, figuring out if something is right for your context etc.
Good communities of support online (can be daunting to start to participate in these, fear of asking “n00b” questions)
Good groups here locally, like the OzBerryPi IoT meetup <http://www.meetup.com/OzBerryPi/>
And there is an emerging group in the Blue Mountains (where I’m based) <https://groups.google.com/d/forum/mountains-digital-makers>
But even with all these things, the technicality of it and diﬃculty in deciphering information potentially makes this inaccessible to a lot of people
And we’re still just at the “data collection” phase… (not even at the actual device design phase!)

Image: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-source_hardware

Image: https://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/speedboat/176318898/

•
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CONSTRAINTS WORKING WITH LOW-COST HARDWARE
Limited resources (on the devices) introduce “creative constraints”
Can be positive—creative solutions, necessity is the mother of invention, thinking outside the box (thus the image)
Influences design decisions and what you can do
For example: RAM available on iPhone SE vs. Raspberry Pi vs. Arduino…

2GB

256MB

2-8KB

• For example, a simple web request response can chew up over half of your available RAM
• Why am I mentioning this in a design forum?
• Limited resources (on the devices) influence design decisions and what you can do
• For example, you need to design with an…

•
•
•
•
•

Image: https://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/alpha_auer/5068482201/

ECOSYSTEM
OF DEVICES

…ecosystem of devices in mind.
DESIGN AN ECOSYSTEM
Given the resource constraints on these devices, need to think diﬀerently about how the diﬀerent elements fit together
End points as cheap/low cost/simple as possible
What can you carve oﬀ or push out to other parts of the system
• e.g. a centralised unit
• or the cloud
• or a smartphone etc.

Image: https://www.flickr.com/photos/alpha_auer/5068482201/

This is the only point of feedback
and input on the device

•
•
•
•
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•
•
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WORKING WITH LIMITED FEEDBACK (AND INPUT)
In addition to keeping cost down (20+ units)
We designed the device with a limited set of inputs/outputs
Single button + LED (Input/Output)
We felt this was a useful constraint in getting used to designing in this context—an important part of learning/understanding
In addition to these, there were two other “outputs” we can call upon:
1. The output to the API (I hadn’t thought of this as an “interface” prior to this project, but it is a useful/important one)
2. Or connecting directly to the computer (using the serial output)
While a possibility, we weren’t ready to invest in building a connected app so early in the process
However, we did “approximate” this by implementing a wifi-based configuration tool (accessed via smartphone)—using time-dependent button press to
select configuration mode—based on an open source library that made implementation relatively easy

This is the only point of feedback
and input on the device

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One illustrative example:
How do you communicate status eﬀectively?
Using the RGB light…
Colour (accessibility concerns)
Animation (e.g. blinking)
A challenge for when you leave tonight: look around your house and take in how many devices use LED lights for this purpose, and they design patterns
they employ
I have a new appreciation for the designers of Fitbits and Jawbones etc.
Both in terms of the challenges they face
But also in the design choices they’ve made—didn’t necessarily make as much sense prior to undertaking this process

•
•
•
•
•

WHERE WE’RE AT NOW:
Benefits of taking this time, is we now have a platform for experimentation
Adding a new feature = hardware/physical design, hardware mockup, write software, test, build/update units
The fun is about to start!
Anyone that’s interested in contributing/participating—please let me know…
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This work is licensed under the Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. To view a
copy of this license, visit
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/ or send a
letter to Creative Commons, 171 Second Street, Suite 300, San
Francisco, California, 94105, USA.
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Grant Young
Principal Designer + Consultant
Zumio

• Questions?
• Slides will be available online
• Looking for hardware people, designers with gameplay design experience, open-source hardware hackers, data scientists—please get in touch (email or
Twitter on screen)
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